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Container based microservices architecture adoption has
profoundly changed with Kubernetes and its flexible platform.
Deploying and effectively managing Kubernetes at scale
demands discipline and design process. Kubernetes networking is
no small feat from traditional networking in which we have been
deploying for years. While we are used to defining domains and
firewalls at places where we need boundaries and control,
mapping that in Kubernetes is challenging. “Yes”, you do need
additional flexibility beyond service mesh.

As application builders adopt microservices, Kubernetes is the
de-facto standard for ephemeral containerized workloads
orchestration. Kubernetes allows builders to deploy, manage and
scale with ease. With microservices and Kubernetes container
orchestration, builders can improve feature velocity by
decomposing microservices to smaller functional features and
take advantage of canary deployment model for a fast-paced
business value. This proliferation of microservices leads to the
growth of clusters and nodes.
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Growth of clusters and nodes:
Application availability is critical for most businesses. With
complex large-scale deployment, an application is split across
multiple clusters for high availability, load balancing, and
data-dependent geo placement. As we increase the number of
clusters for availability and various business reasons, builders are
constantly challenged with deployment decisions on the number
of nodes in a cluster or split clusters in the same region for
operational reasons. There are several tradeoffs in deciding the
best footprint for your business outcomes -- operational ease and
challenges with security, deployment velocity and cost. Beyond
the factors enumerated above, there are other factors too that
Kubernetes implementation brings with life-cycle management
such as control plane traffic, time to recover pods, Horizontal POD
Autoscaling, observability, and traceability in an ephemeral
infrastructure. While focusing on business outcomes are critical,
security is job number one for enterprises.
Reputation of an enterprise can be significantly impacted by one
security event. DevSecOps is the reality in most if not all
organizations.
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Information security and compliance teams are charged to make
sure evidence is maintained when CI/CD pipeline deploys
workloads to production. Although Kubernetes provides the
framework like “Network Policies”, they are limited to a cluster.
Many methods and procedures are needed to be established to
create a blueprint for cross clusters and inter-team dependency
or enterprises velocity will be impacted and reduced. Last, but not
least, connecting multiple clusters and deploying similar services
across clusters comes with its own challenges.

Today’s options:

Large nodes and fewer cluster
Many small nodes and many clusters

Each of the above options has many dimensions to evaluate:
management overhead, cost per node, pods for node, application
replication and its logic, observability, traceability, security blast
radius, system overhead and control plane traffic are some of the
critical factors. The chart below “Problem: Kubernetes Clusters
Today” shows the trade-off between large clusters verse smaller
clusters
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“One size does not fit all”: A blueprint for one enterprise does not
solve all the problems for other enterprises. With experience in
operating large-scale deployments, Avesha has concluded
builders need more choice than the options enumerated, thus
enter the Avesha Application Slice.

Avesha Application Slice:

Avesha application slice allows the builder to slice the existing
footprint on whichever dimension you chose to implement. The
Avesha slice enables you to reduce blast radius, reduce control
plane traffic, allow running resource-hungry applications to be
segmented from business-critical applications, simplify cluster to
cluster communications, and enable a segmented namespace for
easy manageability and traceability.
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Reducing Blast Radius:

As applications run on multiple pods in a node or across multiple
nodes, one can connect associated applications which are
dependent on each other enabled on a slice to reduce blast
radius of failures. Reducing collateral damage is one of the key
principles for availability.
Application Connectivity:

Applications enabled on a slice connect to each other on a layer
3 interface. This enables placement of workloads based on
memory and CPU requirements to be in the same cluster or
across the clusters and have better reachability without needing
to be NAT’ed across the clusters
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Deployment Velocity:

By grouping applications on a slice, development and deployment
of business logic can be improved by reducing integration points
and scaling orthogonal to other applications which have no
dependency in the node or cluster. Testing cycle will be reduced
as the dependency map is maintained on a slice. The Avesha slice
provides you the benefit of Application segmentation, which
Information security / compliance team needs for evidence.
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Resiliency:

By deploying an application across clusters and connecting over
the slice, application services become more resilient and
available. Application services will get resiliency on node failure
and also cluster failure.
Control Plane Traffic:

DNS traffic is contained for any service-to-service
communication to the slice. DNS resolution is a tricky problem in
Kubernetes. Configuration of ndots in /etc/resolv.conf and
ability to contain DNS requests on the slice can reduce DNS
storms and help quicker resolution of destination address.
Observability:

Ephemeral services in a large blast area creates high volume of
data in order to get to root cause analysis. Data silos can create a
major challenge to stitch together the dependency across
services. By tagging and enabling applications on a slice,
SRE/DevOps teams accelerate better observability and control.
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Data Plane Traffic Control:

Avesha slice have the ability to establish traffic control policy on
a slice. Each Avesha slice will have a defined traffic control policy
and are maintained for all applications on that slice. The ability to
control traffic across node and clusters is only available with an
Avesha slice.
Summary:

Application organization is critical for managing your cloud
infrastructure. As a company scales and grows, their cloud
dependencies and clusters grow also but often without
organization and proper planning. There are many tradeoffs in
deciding the best footprint for your business outcomes -operational ease and challenges with security, deployment
velocity and cost. Using a technology such as an Application
Slice is one effective way to better organize and manage your
nodes and clusters to improve the TCO of your cloud investment.
Now, you can scale your clusters without losing the control – so,
you can have your cake and eat it too.

